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Traditionally legal and economic historians of the maritime world tend to differentiate between
licit trade and illicit piracy, smuggling, fraud and corruption. However, maritime societies before
the emergence of the sovereign state were shaped by legal and normative pluralism. Taking
someone’s goods at sea was not simply an endemic distortion of rising early capitalism, but a legal
practice, which was highly embedded in norms and economic practices. Depending on their
ability to enforce their interests in the discourses on the boundaries of licit and illicit economic
practices, particular actors appeared either as pirate, smuggler, merchant, or as entrepreneur or
admiral. Hence concepts like “piracy” or “smuggling” seem to be useless as analytical tools to
study the history of maritime economies and of deviance in this arena. They are to be
understood rather as discursive weapons to fight competitive actors and to enforce one’s own
economic and political position.
While the relation between the emergence of a discriminating concept of maritime deviance and
the rise of the sovereign territorial state has been discussed already, the links to the procedures of
appropriation, accumulation, and distribution of resources were hardly examined. But an
economic perspective can broaden our perception of medieval maritime violence in at least two
dimensions:
1. All actors in the maritime arena were primarily economic actors. They had to appropriate,
commodify and distribute goods in interaction with land-based markets. As no collective
executive institutions existed, the individual threat or even use of force served as a means to
stabilise norms of behaviour. How did this economy of taking work and how was it connected
to reciprocal exchange? How were maritime actors able to change goods with unknown property
rights and to get access to markets?
2. The late Middle Ages were a period of economic and political transformation in which a
hierarchical network of central markets evolved, while particular economic actors were
increasingly marginalized. Thus governments and hegemonic economic actors increased their
efforts to create a new legal distinction between licit and illicit economic activities in order to
regulate markets and to extend their own power in the maritime realm.
We aim to explore and compare these emerging distinctions and their interdependence with
economic activity in various late medieval maritime theatres of operations in a common edited
volume.
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